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Site location



It was the Swing Era and a time of live entertainment 
and musical innovation. For this reason, many 
successful African American jazz musicians and 
athletes began to recognize Addisleigh Park as the 
newest suburban haven for wealthy, influential artists.

Brief History



Photos of other 
existing homes in 

the area





Historic photo



177-15 Murdock Ave. 



177-15 Murdock Ave. 



177-15 Murdock Ave. 



Existing photo from the corner of 178 St. & Murdock Ave. 



Existing front yard photo from Murdock Ave. (summer)



Existing front yard photo from Murdock Ave. (winter)



Existing front yard photo from Murdock Ave. (summer)



Existing front yard birds eye view photo from Murdock Ave. (summer)



Existing partial left side front yard photo from Murdock Ave. (winter)



Existing left side (winter)



The design is a representation of the transformation of life in a home for a 
matriarch and her daughter;  similar to the way the entertainers who adorned 
this historic community once did within their respective industries.  It intently 
recognizes and compliments these iconic trailblazers appropriate for this 
landmarked community. The design respects and pays homage to the existing 
Tudor and Colonial homes in this community while creatively and sensitively 
complementing the old and new to highlight generations of past legacy.  The 
proposed thermal mass wall on the south side of the building while a 
sustainable solution, incorporates architectonics of the past home as well as the 
community.  We believe our solution humbly juxtaposes these elements into a 
balanced symphony.



Proposed Plot Plan









Proposed rendering of front and partial side











How the thermal mass wall system works?

Partial Building Section

178 Street



Sun diagrams of summer 
season’s projected sun path 
from south side of building



Proposed rendering of side 



Diagram of winter 
season sun path



Partial Building Section



Proposed interior rendering of kitchen





Proposed rear yard rendering





Proposed interior rendering from second floor bedroom.







Existing windows scheduled for replacement. 





A local precedent for our proposed 
shutters and fencing.



Further examples of shutters.





Existing iron fence in front yard. 
Not affected by proposed work.

Our proposed 4’-0” is behind this 
fence. The purpose is to provide a dog 
park for the client's pet.  



Examples of the proposed fencing.








